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ABSTRACT
Previously, the Self-Action Leadership (SAL) theory was introduced as a qualitative, nomological theory of self-leadership rooted in atmos-
pheric and astronomical metaphor (see Jensen, Neck and Beaulieu, 2015). This article introduces an accompanying, practitioner-based model 
of Self-Action Leadership rooted in self-leadership theory and action research theory. It provides individuals and organizations with a com-
prehensive personal leadership framework complete with actions to take and habits to develop in pursuit of the highest levels of existential 
growth as outlined in the SAL theory. Existential growth is defined as: The holistic (spiritual, physical, mental, emotional, social, moral, and 
financial) growth of personal character, capacity, and integrity. The SAL Model is an explicitly universal construct designed to serve as a ge-
neral, pedagogical template that leaders, managers, and educators can learn, apply, and teach at the individual and group level in an ongoing 
quest for – and attainment of – long-term team and organizational results related to efficiency, effectiveness, viability, relevance, sustainability, 
change, and growth.
Keywords: Self-leadership, action research, Self-Action Research (SAR), Self-Action Leadership (SAL)1, SAL model, SAL theory, existential 
growth, organizational citizen, organizational evil, SAR project, SAL project, step-habit, self-declaration of independence, self-constitution

1 Self-Action Research and Self-Action Leadership will be capitalized throughout this paper to further distinguish these terms from their 
related terms: action research and self-leadership.
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1. Introduction

As a leader or manager, it does not really matter whether 
you are confronting issues involving innovation and produc-
tivity (Jenkin, 2013), collaboration and cultural competence 
(Osula and Ng, 2014), outsourcing (Sardar, Lee and Memon, 
2016), global competition (Albors-Garrigos, de Molina and 
de Molina, 2014), human resource management (Lin, 2013), 
contraction and expansion (De Beuckelaer, 2002), mergers 
and acquisitions (Cartwright and Cooper, 1992), or some-
thing else, it is sufficiently self-evident to assume that an orga-
nization’s long-term efficacy, relevance, and growth is almost 
entirely contingent on the holistic character, competence, and 
capacity of its human capital—from an organization’s CEO 
on down to its newest hire. With this self-evident premise in 
mind, it follows that leadership and professional development 
(MacPhee, Chang, Havaei and Chou, 2014), in conjunction 
with recruiting and screening applicants who already possess 
well-developed attributes of personal character and integrity, 
are both primal and preeminent components of any and every 
leadership and management purpose and function.

Thoreau famously wrote that, “There are a  thousand 
hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the 
root” (Thoreau, 2016). In the context of this paper, we con-
strue Thoreauvian  “Evil,” as thoughts, speech, and actions 
purposely undertaken that inhibit and undercut the long-
term efficiency and efficacy of an organization. Speaking 
more broadly, we posture “organizational evil” as thoughts, 
words, or actions intentionally undertaken that lead to the 
long-term destruction of individual and organizational 
growth and progress. Examples of evil thoughts, speech, 
and actions in an organizational context include, but are 
not limited to:

1. Ego-driven or hate-infused thoughts, speech, attitudes, 
and behaviors that intentionally undercut the efficacy of 
an organization or that purposely retard the growth and 
potential of individuals within that organization.

2. Deception and other intentional efforts that inappropri-
ately, unethically, or unfairly aggrandize or benefit an 
individual (or individuals) while withholding benefits 
and credit from deserved parties—to the detriment or 
diminishment of those parties. 

3. Violence (literal and virtual) in all of its insidious forms 
(excluding legitimate cases of self-defense).

Conversely, “Good” thoughts, words, or actions lead to 
positive, long-term construction, relevance, and growth of 
individuals and organizations, and are rooted in produc-
tive and respectful intentions.

This paper operates under another self-evident assump-
tion that many (if not all) leaders and managers focus too 
much of their time, energy, and focus on the “branches” of 
organizational inefficacy—such as inadequate policies and 
procedures, imperfect systems, insufficient capital and re-
sources, short-cuts in the name of short-term dividends, 
etc.—while too often neglecting the “roots” thereof, which 
almost always involve the character or competence of micro 
self-leadership decisions of individuals within the organiza-
tion. This is not to suggest that policies, procedures, systems, 
capital, resources, technology, etc., are not important; they 
certainly are. It is simply to point out that when viewed from 
a long-term perspective, they are ultimately secondary (or 
even tertiary) to other, more primal and vital fundamentals, 
such as: the acquisition, training, development, mentoring, 
coaching, and retention of human capital. Covey’s (Covey 
1989, 2004) oft-repeated mantra: “You manage things; you 
lead people,” which is meant to draw a  fundamental dis-
tinction between the purposes and intents of management 
versus leadership, is applicable here and reminds us that in 
the long run, the efficiency and efficacy of all “things,” is ul-
timately contingent on the leadership (Northouse, 2007), 
followership (Gardner, 1995; Kelley, 1995; Rost, 1995), and 
character (Sennett, 2011) of the “People.”

A  simplistic consultation of systems thinking (Berta-
lanffy, 1968) reminds us of an old maxim worth emphasiz-
ing in relation to leadership and management: one rotting 
apple left unchecked can spoil the whole barrel. On the oth-
er hand, if we anthropomorphize our barrel of fruit into 
animated human beings, the “Good Apples” (i.e. leaders, 
managers, and workers) often possess the power to extri-
cate the bad while influencing their fellow fruit to a fuller 
freshness through preservation and polishing efforts that 
can improve – and perhaps even save – the entire barrel in 
the process. Thus it is that individual thoughts, words, and 
actions properly directed inevitably create systems that 
thrive and structures that last—to the benefit and blessing 
of every member of the organizational system. Converse-
ly, individual thoughts, words, and actions gone awry can 
devolve into deleterious—or even destructive—develop-
ments within a group, team, committee, or any other orga-
nizational system, thus leading that system to atrophy, and 
in some cases, to spoil entirely.

We recognize some might view the aforementioned 
points as being so universally self-evident as to not merit 
serious scholarly attention. If “common sense” were indeed 
“common practice” throughout the world’s countless orga-
nizations, we would agree with any would-be detractors 
and would therefore see no need to publish a paper of this 
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nature. Unfortunately, a compelling argument can be made 
that common sense and conscience-based decision mak-
ing in contemporary nations, organizations, homes, and 
individual lives are not nearly common enough—to the 
grave detriment of countless persons (and organizations) 
throughout the Western World and beyond; hence the 
need for a  comprehensive academic model that outlines, 
supports, and promotes common sense, conscience-rooted 
principles, practices, habits, and virtues. The problem we 
seek to address is not a lack of collective intelligence, capac-
ity, or potential. Simply—and bluntly stated—the problem 
lies in individual ignorance, laziness, and selfishness. There 
are, of course, numerous other contributing factors to or-
ganizational inefficacy, such as functional incompetence, 
lack of personnel, capital and/or equipment, and bona fide 
challenges and problems involving legitimate physical, 
mental, emotional, and social health problems. Such issues 
are, however, beyond the scope of this paper. This work is 
laser focused on the things over which an individual has di-
rect control and influence (i.e. one’s own thoughts, speech, 
and actions) as opposed to that which an individual has 
only partial or peripheral control or influence, or in some 
cases, no control at all (i.e. other people’s thoughts, speech, 
and actions, organizations and other macro systems—e.g. 
governmental bodies, social structures, the weather, etc.)2.

The solution to this nagging, perplexing, and perennial 
problem is simple to state, but difficult to actually solve. 
Stated simply, the solution lies in continual education and 
application in correct thinking, speaking, and doing. Lead-
ers, managers, and educators must model and teach vera-
cious principles of thought, speech, and action early and 
often. In some cases (e.g. when working with persons on 
lower levels of existential growth) the pedagogy and tu-
toring must be specific, explicit, and direct combined with 
regular follow-up sessions. In other cases (e.g. when work-
ing with persons on higher levels of existential growth) the 
educational process will involve implicit reminders and 
general coaching and mentoring on an as-needed basis. As 
G. K. Chesterton once aptly put it: “[We] need to be re-
minded more than we need to be instructed.” Thus, in ad-
dition to serving as a comprehensive guide for successful 
working and living, the SAL model is designed to qualify 
as a comprehensive “reminder” of what individuals often 
already know, yet may find themselves failing to do—to the 
disservice of themselves and everyone around them.

It should be noted here that while leaders and managers 
are responsible for providing adequate training, coaching, 

2  For a full list of Self-Action Leadership variables, see Jensen, 2015: 148-158.

and mentoring opportunities for all of their subordinates, 
the overall efficacy of personal and professional education 
and development is ultimately the responsibility of each in-
dividual. This view highlights the need of every individual 
in an organization to develop strong self-leadership (Manz, 
1983, 1986) skills imbued by a highly proactive, internal lo-
cus of control (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 157-158).

The purpose of the SAL model is to provide leaders, 
managers, educators, parents, and individuals everywhere 
with a  philosophical guide for thinking, speaking, and 
doing that leads to improved personal and work perfor-
mance—in addition to existential growth. The SAL Model 
was created in an effort to empower individuals to iden-
tify, account for, and then address personal and profes-
sional problems utilizing an inside-out, character-centric 
approach. It was designed to combat cultures of irrespon-
sibility, victimization, and mediocrity that exist to vary-
ing degrees within the minds and hearts of individuals 
and among the ranks of organizations and populations ev-
erywhere. While the universality of its construct makes it 
potentially applicable to all individuals and every kind of 
organization (from the Planet at large on a macro organi-
zational scale to a nuclear family unit or single couple on 
a micro organizational scale), this paper specifically focus-
es on the professional, corporate arena, and employs a re-
lated vernacular throughout.

2. Practical Background

“I will simply express my strong belief, that that point of 
self-education which consists in teaching the mind to resist 

its desires and inclinations, until they are proved to be right, 
is the most important of all, not only in things of natural 

philosophy, but in every department of daily life.”
– Michael Faraday

On April 23, 1910, a little over a year after relinquishing 
the Presidency to William Howard Taft, Theodore Roos-
evelt—The 26th President of the United States—delivered 
his famous Citizenship in a Republic speech at the Sorbonne 
in Paris, France. In his address, Roosevelt made a cogent 
appeal for the import of the average citizen in a republic.  
Said he: “Under other forms of government, under the 
rule of one [person] or very few [people], the quality of 
the leaders is all-important. … But with you and us [in the 
democratic nations] the case is different. … For you and us 
… the quality of the individual citizen is supreme. … In the 
long run, success or failure will be conditioned upon the 
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way in which the average man, the average woman, does 
his or her duty, first in the ordinary, every-day affairs of 
life, and next in those great occasional cries which call for 
heroic virtues. The average citizen must be a good citizen 
if our republics are to succeed. The stream will not per-
manently rise higher than the main source; and the main 
source of national power and greatness is found in the av-
erage citizenship of the nation. Therefore it behooves us to 
do our best to see that the standard of the average citizen is 
kept high” (Roosevelt, 1910).

A  clear, corporate analogue to this reference is eas-
ily drawn by comparing citizens and their republics to 
self-leaders and their organizations, especially when or-
ganizations are, or are striving to become, self-directed 
(Stokes, 1994) or self-managed (Manz and Sims, Jr., 1987) 
work teams. Thus, we may refer to an individual as an or-
ganizational citizen or “corporate citizen” (Burchell and 
Cook, 2006; Saiia and Cyphert, 2003; Carroll, 1998, 1991).

In nineteenth and twentieth-century corporations, in-
dividual workers were often valued little more than the fi-
nancial capital they managed, the raw materials they grew, 
excavated, or manipulated, or the machinery they operat-
ed and maintained. These traditional corporate heads have 
gradually evolved into increasingly flattened hierarchies 
managed by collegial Super Leaders (Manz and Sims, Jr., 
2001) who facilitate the work of self-directed work teams 
in a less obtrusive manner, thus granting greater autono-
my to individual workers through increasingly robust and 
holistic delegation processes that carefully consider the 
long-term growth of the individual worker all along the 
way. Manz and Sims, Jr., define a Super Leader as, “one who 
leads others to lead themselves” (Manz and Sims, Jr., 2001: 
5). This workplace evolution has dramatically increased 
the perceived value of the individual organizational citi-
zen. Concurrently, the responsibility of every agent in an 
organization to discover and develop one’s own individ-
ual “voice” (Covey, 2004: 4) has grown considerably. An 
individual worker can no longer expect to be spoon-fed 
every morsel of necessary information one may need to 
successfully complete a  work task, process, or function; 
nor can one expect managers to metaphorically “hold one’s 
hand” or otherwise micromanage his or her efforts at each 
step along the way. While workers should expect frequent 
communications from executives and managers, such as 
updates on progress and reports on strategic plans for im-
proving operations, they must also bear the responsibility 
of contributing to the organizational goals, plus commit to 
one’s own ongoing professional development.

In his same speech at the Sorbonne in 1910, Roosevelt 
addressed the critical role that education must play in the 
development of good character and citizenship—a  fun-
damental assumption in community and participatory 
action research (PAR) (Fals-Borda, 1984, 1987; Whyte, 
1991).  Said Roosevelt: “Let those who have, keep, let those 
who have not, strive to attain, a high standard of cultiva-
tion and scholarship. Yet let us remember that these stand 
second to certain other things. There is need of a  sound 
body, and even more of a sound mind. But above mind and 
body stands character – the sum of those qualities which 
we mean when we speak of a [person’s] force and courage, 
of his good faith and sense of honor. … I believe, of course, 
in giving to all people a  good education. But the educa-
tion must contain much besides book-learning in order 
to be really good. We must ever remember that no keen-
ness and subtleness of intellect, no polish, no cleverness, 
in any way make up for the lack of the great solid quali-
ties. Self restraint, self mastery, common sense, the pow-
er of accepting individual responsibility and yet of acting 
in conjunction with others, courage and resolution – these 
are the qualities which mark a masterful people. Without 
them no people can control itself, or save itself from being 
controlled by the outside. … I pay all homage to intellect 
and to elaborate and specialized training of the intellect; 
and yet … more important still are the commonplace, ev-
ery-day qualities and virtues” (Roosevelt, 1910).

Just as citizens in a republic must become well educated—
especially in regards to character and “the great solid qual-
ities”—if republics are going to succeed and thrive in the 
long-run, workers in an organization must do likewise if or-
ganizational efficacy is to be maximized and long-term rele-
vance and growth ensured. The purpose, therefore, of the SAL 
philosophy (Jensen, 2015), theory (Jensen, Neck and Beau-
lieu, 2015), and now model, is to provide an explicit, albeit 
purposely general, pedagogical road map for the personal and 
professional development and training of individual corpo-
rate “citizen” leaders, managers, workers, and educators.  

Goethe famously wrote that, “things which matter most 
must never be at the mercy of things which matter least.” 
Similarly, Millet observed that, “Some things simply matter 
more than others” (Millet, 2002: ix). We echo these senti-
ments with regards to personal and professional leadership 
and other vital soft skills training, including communica-
tion and other vital life skills, emotional intelligence, char-
acter development, etc. In the spirit of this age-old wisdom, 
we propose that the three most primal and vital variables 
in the long-term success of any organization and the ven-
tures it under takes are:
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1. The extent to which leaders and managers attract, recruit, 
and hire individuals who already possess high levels of per-
sonal character, self-leadership capacity, and motivation 
(including an internal locus of control) in conjunction with 
positional-appropriate formal education, functional com-
petence, and practical experience. 

2. The degree, extent, and regularity to which leaders and 
managers create, deliver, and model quality training, 
coaching, and mentoring with regards to further personal 
and professional development, positional-appropriate ed-
ucation, functional competence, and existential growth.

3. The character, integrity, and overall efficacy of team 
leaders and managers themselves, and the extent to 
which they consistently model and persistently person-
ify what they teach, advocate, and promote.  

The process of attracting, recruiting, and hiring quality 
individuals is beyond the scope of this paper. Our focus 
is to introduce a  template for quality training, coaching, 
and mentoring that follows the hiring process indefinitely 
into an employee’s future. It also deals, by default, with the 
character, integrity, and SAL development of team leaders 
and managers that do the hiring.

The time has come to begin investing significantly more 
academic and corporate capital, energy, and focus on things 
which matter most—and not merely from a desire to excel 

personally or professionally, but also from a deep sense of 
duty that we have toward each other. The purpose, there-
fore, of the SAL model is not merely to provide a roadmap 
to long-term success as individuals and organizations—al-
though we are confident that is precisely what it accom-
plishes when vigilantly studied and diligently pursued. Its 
grander purpose is to clarify the categorical imperatives 
and highlight the moral obligations we owe to ourselves, 
other people, and the Planet we all call “home,” by champi-
oning a universal brand of Kantian deontology illuminated 
by an authentic (or post-postmodern; Docx, 2011) amalga-
mation of Aristotelian pedagogy and Socratic inquiry.

“Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, 
let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it.”

– Abraham Lincoln

The SAL model was inspired in part by a broad range of 
historical wisdom literature, including poetry. According 
to Gioia, “a poem can condense immense amounts of intel-
lectual, sensual, and emotional meaning into a single line 
or phrase” (Gioia, 2002: 221). In 1846, Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow—once viewed “as the most distinguished poet 
America had produced” (Gioia, 2004: 54)—unwitting-
ly penned several eloquent stanzas of verse that would, 
150 years later, inspire the construction of the SAL model. 
We have reproduced it here for the reader’s convenience:

The Builders

ALL are architects of Fate,
Working in these walls of Time;
Some with massive deeds and great,
Some with ornaments of rhyme.

Nothing useless is, or low;
Each thing in its place is best;
And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest.

For the structure that we raise,
Time is with materials filled;
Our to-days and yesterdays
Are the blocks with which we build.

Truly shape and fashion these;
Leave no yawning gaps between;
Think not, because no man sees,
Such things will remain unseen.

In the elder days of Art,
Builders wrought with greatest care

Each minute and unseen part;
For the Gods see everywhere.

Let us do our work as well,
Both the unseen and the seen;
Make the house, where Gods may dwell,
Beautiful, entire, and clean.

Else our lives are incomplete,
Standing in these walls of Time,
Broken stairways, where the feet
Stumble as they seek to climb.

Build to-day, then, strong and sure,
With a firm and ample base;
And ascending and secure
Shall to-morrow find its place.

Thus alone can we attain
To those turrets, where the eye
Sees the world as one vast plain,
And one boundless reach of sky. 
(Longfellow, 1912: 186).
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Assuming that humans are—at least in part—“architects 
of [their own] fate,” who was ever born who has not pon-
dered and pontificated upon one’s purpose and possibilities 
amidst the “boundless reach of sky” of one’s own existence? 
Has a man or woman ever lived who has not mused upon 
the kind of “structure [he/she might] raise” as well as “the 
blocks with which [he/she might] build”? Finally, has a hu-
man being ever drawn breath who intentionally aspired to 
“stumble” upon “broken stairways” in hopes of spiraling 
downward into the existential abyss of an “incomplete” 
life or a failed career? Drawing on the premise that no one 
purposely falters or fails in one’s personal or professional 
life, nor does any man or woman ever intentionally “begin 
with” mediocrity, penury, or ignominy as an explicit “end 
in mind” (Covey, 1989: 95)—we introduce the Self-Action 
Leadership model as a general roadmap that all self-action 
leaders can utilize to “Build to-day, then, strong and sure, 
With a firm and ample base” in the ascendant hope and se-
cure faith that, in due time, “to-morrow [can indeed] find 
its place” for each one of us.

3. Theoretical Background

“What interest, zest, or excitement can there be in 
achieving the right way, unless we are enabled to feel that 
the wrong way is also a possible and a natural way—nay, 

more, a menacing and an imminent way?  And what sense 
can there be in condemning ourselves for taking the wrong 

way, unless we need have done nothing of the sort, unless 
the right way was open to us as well?  I cannot understand 

the willingness to act, no matter how we feel, without the 
belief that acts are really good and bad.”

– William James

3.1. What is Self-Action Leadership?

Self-Action Leadership, or just SAL for short, is rooted 
in self-leadership theory (Manz, 1983, 1986), the details of 
which are reviewed in a later section. While Neck, Manz, 
and Houghton’s Comprehensive Self-Leadership Framework 
(Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 181) is conceptually 
distinct from Jensen, Neck, and Beaulieu’s (2015) SAL the-
ory and model, the two constructs are, in many regards, 
substantively congruous and theoretically parallel in the 
sense that they are both concerned with empowering indi-
viduals with cognitive and behavioral strategies to aid per-
formance in the pursuit of targeted objectives. The most 
salient divergence between S-L and SAL is that the latter in-
vokes a moral imperative. Whereas “self-leadership can … 
be described simply as the process of influencing oneself ” 

(Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 7), the definition of 
Self-Action Leadership adds a  moral imperative thusly: 
“Morally informed self-leadership that is action-orient-
ed, focused on long-term results, and aimed at a continual 
rise in the existential growth of self and others” (Jensen, 
Neck and Beaulieu, 2015: 15). In other words, the goal of 
self-leadership is simply to get results; self-leadership theo-
ry does not explicitly make any moral judgments regarding 
what those results should be. Self-Action Leadership, on 
the other hand, draws a moral line in the proverbial “sand” 
by requiring its practitioners to think, speak, and act in 
ways that lead to existential growth for the individual, and 
to accomplish ends that are both positive and constructive 
for the individual and anyone or everyone else who may 
ever be impacted or influenced by one’s speech or actions. 

With this moral imperative in mind, SAL defines 
“Right” and “Wrong” thoughts, speech, and actions gen-
erally as follows:

Right: Thoughts, speech, and actions that create posi-
tive and constructive long-term consequences for self and 
others.

Wrong: Thoughts, speech, and actions that create neg-
ative and destructive long-term consequences for self and 
others.

In introducing the SAL theory, Jensen, Neck, and Beau-
lieu (2015) pointed out that evil fiends (e.g. Adolf Hitler) 
can utilize self-leadership strategies just as surely as righ-
teous demigods (e.g. Nelson Mandela); and in the short 
run, devils may benefit just as much (and sometimes even 
more so) than angels by sowing evil via a diligent, disci-
plined, and clever exercise of S-L cognitive and behavioral 
strategies – as the Third Reich amply evinced before be-
ing checked and subdued by Allied Forces in World War 
II. Conversely, sowing goodness does not always guarantee 
a quick return on investment, even if its return is relatively 
assured over time – as Mandela’s patient efforts have so poi-
gnantly, yet majestically, illustrated in the pages of recent 
history. In the words of Smith: “Results often take time to 
measure” (Smith, 1994: 145); and such is usually the case 
for both good or evil trajectories in organizations, nations, 
and the world-at-large. Since an enormous amount of time, 
effort, and resources are often wasted before an organiza-
tion finally figures out it has been thinking, saying, and do-
ing the wrong things for an extended period of time, it pays 
(literally and figuratively) to know—and then think, say, 
and do—the right things initially, thereby ensuring, or at 
least maximizing the likelihood, of a positive and desirable 
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long-term result for everyone involved.

3.2. Roots of the Self-Action Leadership 
Model
3.2.1. Self-Leadership

The Self-Action Leadership model, like the SAL theory, 
is rooted in self-leadership theory (Manz, 1983, 1986) and 
action research theory (Kuhne and Quigley, 1997; Reason 
and Bradbury, 2008; Beaulieu, 2013).

Self-leadership theory (Manz, 1986) is derived from so-
cial cognitive theory, intrinsic motivation theory, cognitive 
evaluation theory, motivation theory, leadership theory 
(Neck and Manz, 2010: 4-5), and self-determination the-
ory (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 8). Self-leader-
ship theory is visually conceptualized in Neck, Manz, and 
Houghton’s Comprehensive Self-Leadership Framework 
(Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 181), and forms the ba-
sis of the scholarly field of self-leadership, which dates back 
to the early 1980s (Manz and Sims, 1980; Manz, 1983). 
“Self-leadership … is a  process through which individ-
uals control their own behavior, influencing and leading 
themselves through the use of specific sets of behavior-
al and cognitive strategies” (Neck and Houghton, 2006: 
270). Academia’s initial reception of self-leadership as an 
independent framework and subject of scholarly inqui-
ry was tepid. Over time, however, this response warmed 
due to increasing scholarly coverage (Neck and Houghton, 
2006), expansion (Manz and Sims, Jr., 2001), (Houghton 
and Neck, 2002), (Houghton and Yoho, 2005), (DiLiello 
and Houghton, 2006), and diversification (Alves, Love-
lace, Manz, Matsypura, Toyasaki and Ke, 2006; Georgi-
anna, 2007; Pattni and Soutar, 2009). Stewart, Courtright, 
and Manz’s (2011) 30-year multilevel review of self-lead-
ership in the Journal of Management (JOM) evinced the 
field’s burgeoning scholarly status amid related topics of 
inquiry. Clawson’s (2008) humble scholarly admission fur-
ther illuminated academia’s growing accession toward, not 
to mention the practical utility of, self-leadership oriented 
scholarship and training:“I remember when Manz (1983) 
first came out with his work on self-leadership. At the time 
it seemed odd to me. I will admit I am a slow learner on 
some things. I have come to believe that one of the biggest 
leadership issues is the inability of people – even and espe-
cially managers and executives – to lead themselves [effec-
tively]” (Clawson, 2008: 175).

Self-Action Leadership is substantively analogous to 
self-leadership in the sense that both deal specifically and 

extensively with the intentional direction and manage-
ment of the self. The primary difference between the two 
lies in the uniqueness of their respective theories and mod-
els/frameworks and the added moral imperative of SAL. It 
should be noted, however, that the SAL model retains five 
specific components of Neck, Manz, and Houghton’s Com-
prehensive Self-Leadership Framework (i.e. self-rewards, 
natural rewards, world altering strategies, self-observation, 
and purpose examination (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 
2017: 181).

3.2.2. Action Research

What exactly is action research, or AR? Mumford has 
called AR a “vague concept” that “has been defined as re-
search that involves practical problem solving which has 
theoretical relevance” (Mumford, 2001: 12). Some see it 
as a more clear-cut concept, yet they define it with simi-
lar complexity. For example, Cunningham defines action 
research as “a  value-driven, cyclical, and transformative 
process that uses intervention in a setting, based on obser-
vation and theoretical constructs, to alleviate an observed 
problem or to increase the effectiveness of a practice in the 
setting” (Cunningham, 2008: 1).

Others prefer clearer, more concise definitions and ex-
planations. For example, McKay and Marshall propose that, 
“the very essence of AR is encapsulated within its name: it 
represents a juxtaposition of action and research, or in oth-
er words, of practice and theory” (McKay and Marshall, 
2001: 46). French adds that, “the AR process starts with 
a notion in the practitioner’s mind that a change in practice 
is justified” (French, 2009: 187).

Another voice in the choir—Beaulieu—argues that, “there 
are many variations in action research, and it [therefore] re-
sists simplistic definition” (Beaulieu, 2013: 34). Despite this 
admission, Beaulieu nevertheless acknowledges that there is 
a unifying thread of purpose running through virtually all 
AR initiatives. In his own words: “Although the body of lit-
erature about action research continues to grow and become 
more differentiated in its viewpoints and specializations, we 
can still find a common definition: action research is about 
improving the quality of human life, acquiring knowledge 
to become better practitioners, and developing strategies to 
address problems” (Beaulieu, 2013: 33).

Beaulieu further asserts that there are “various ways 
action research is defined and applied” (Beaulieu, 2013: 
29). For example, it can be “accomplished through a col-
laborative process … [or] done alone as an independent 
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process” (Beaulieu, 2013: 29). Because SAL—like S-L—is 
rooted in an independent, self-approach to action and in-
fluence, it follows that SAL-oriented AR would primarily 
utilize the latter, independent approach. Thus, Self-Action 
Research—or SAR—was born, and is defined as: “Action 
Research applied by, to, and for the self to gain self-aware-
ness, aid self-improvement, and solve personal problems” 
(Jensen, Neck and Beaulieu, 2015: 22). Self-Action Re-
search (SAR) thereby became the engine driving both the 
scholarly design and practical implementation of the SAL 
model. The application of SAL through SAR is achieved by 
engaging specific projects that utilize both. SAR and SAL 
projects are defined as follows:

SAR Projects: Self-led action research initiatives aimed 
at increasing self-awareness, aiding self-improvement, and 
solving personal problems.

SAL Projects: Self-Action Leadership endeavors aimed 
at achieving targeted objectives that bolster the existential 
growth of self and others.

In a  sense, SAR projects are conceptually indistinct 
from SAL projects because in both cases, the end goal is 
always to do what is right in the pursuit of long-term ex-
istential growth for oneself and others. The main differ-
entiating factor between the two involves time frames. 
For example, SAR projects primarily deal with micro is-
sues and goals that can often be addressed and complet-
ed (or solved) in relatively short periods of time (e.g. 
days, weeks, and months). SAL projects, on the other 
hand, deal primarily with macro issues that usually take 
much longer periods of time to address and complete, 
or solve (e.g. years, decades, or more). As such, SAR 
projects are more akin to short- and mid-term goals 
while SAL projects focus on longer-term goals in sup-
port of one’s personal and professional statements of 
vision and mission. SAR projects, therefore, serve as 
smaller, piecemeal initiatives within a context of much 
larger SAL endeavors.

In consideration of all that has been written on the topic 
of action research, it became evident early on that various 
methods of informal AR had been unknowingly utilized 
in conducting most of the experiential research undergird-
ing the SAL model’s construction –primarily involving re-
search conducted by Jensen (2013) dating back to 1987. 
Furthermore, it became equally apparent over time that 
one AR model in particular—Kuhne and Quigley’s four-
step, cyclical model—provided an ideal template the SAL 
model could mirror. This particular model of AR identifies 

Four Core Processes of Action Research (Kuhne and Quig-
ley, 1997: 25) as follows:

Process 1: Planning (Deciding how to deal with 
a problem).

Process 2: Acting (Implementing your plan).

Process 3: Observing (Paying attention and recording 
what is happening).

Process 4: Reflecting (Analyzing outcomes and revising 
plans for another cycle of acting).

Kuhne and Quigley (1997) designate these four core 
processes as cyclical steps to repeat as needed to bring 
about a  desired change or otherwise achieve a  targeted 
goal or objective. They then identify six specific steps to 
take as a part of three general phases contained within the 
four core processes (Kuhne and Quigley, 1997: 26-32). Ad-
ditionally, 10 different data-gathering techniques are pro-
vided for utilization throughout the research process.

The SAL model uses a  similar structure to identify 
four (4) primary STAGES and twenty-three (23) second-
ary STEPS (aka habits) to engage and develop in order to 
successfully engage SAL practice that leads to existential 
growth. Like Kuhne and Quigley’s Four Core Processes and 
Six Steps (Kuhne and Quigley, 1997), the SAL model’s four 
stages and 23 steps are cyclically arranged. A  key differ-
ence lies in the fact that Kuhne and Quigley’s cycle can be 
terminated upon the realization of a  given objective, or 
by satisfactorily solving a certain problem. Contrastingly, 
the SAL model’s process is designed to continue cycling 
indefinitely, with the recognition that the ultimate goal—
holistic SAL perfection—is not attainable in this life. In 
other words, to one’s dying day, one can always be improv-
ing personally and rising in one’s existential growth. Thus, 
personal progression is not a single project with a set date 
of completion; it is a never-ending pursuit with continual 
growth possibilities attainable unto the very end of one’s 
life—and for believers in an afterlife, potentially beyond as 
well. The core of this paper will introduce these four core 
stages and their accompanying 23 action steps (habits).

In conclusion, it was determined that a self-leadership 
model that is inherently “action-oriented” and focused on 
self-improvement, solving personal problems, and attain-
ing existential growth would be well served by the use of 
an action research model in both its creation and organiza-
tion. Hence, AR—and now SAR—working in conjunction 
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with self-leadership theory—forms the theoretical basis of 
the Self-Action Leadership model.

3.3. SAL Philosophy: The Problem and Need

Why construct and introduce the Self-Action Leadership 
theory and model? What are their practical and function-
al purposes in contemporary lives, homes, organizations, 
communities, nations, and the world-at-large? Schumach-
er addressed this question when he wrote: “Instruction on 
cultivating self-knowledge … has been almost entirely lack-
ing in the West for the last hundred years. That is why we 
cannot trust one another, why most people live in a state of 
continuous anxiety, why despite all our technologies com-
munication becomes ever more difficult, and why we need 
ever more organized welfare to plaster over the gaping holes 
torn by the progressive disappearance of spontaneous social 
cohesion” (Schumacher, 1977: 133-134).

Our repeated attempts in the Occident—and beyond—
to fix deep, nagging, and lingering familial, organizational, 

national, and even global problems from the outside-in has 
continually failed. As history, literature, and even science 
amply evince, authentic, lasting change can only truly oc-
cur from the inside-out. Simply stated, micro changes must 
precede macro improvements. For the world to change, 
nations must change. For nations to improve, organiza-
tions—including families and individual relationships—
must be transformed. For organizations and relationships 
to be transformed, individuals must achieve personal and 
professional growth. It all begins with the ONE—with 
YOU and with ME; and it is the holistic education and 
moral cultivation of the ONE that Self-Action Leadership 
is primarily concerned.

George Washington Doane was born the same year, 
1799, that his namesake—the George Washington, the 
first President of the United States—died. An educator and 
Bishop in the Episcopal Church, Doane was a contempo-
rary of Longfellow, Emerson, Thoreau, Whittier, and other 
famous nineteenth century American philosopher-poets. 
Doane’s own best-known attempt at verse reads thusly:

Life Sculpture

Chisel in hand stood a sculptor boy
With his marble block before him,
And his eyes lit up with a smile of joy,
As an angel-dream passed o’er him.

He carved the dream on that shapeless stone,
With many a sharp incision;
With heaven’s own light the sculpture shone,—
He’d caught that angel-vision.

Children of life are we, as we stand
With our lives uncarved before us,
Waiting the hour when, at God’s command,
Our life-dream shall pass o’er us.

If we carve it then on the yielding stone,
With many a sharp incision,
Its heavenly beauty shall be our own,—
Our lives, that angel-vision. 
(Doane, 1920: 136).

In addition to Longfellow’s The Builders, Doane’s poem 
captures the essence of the inspiration undergirding the 
conception and development of the SAL model. While the 
model explicitly compares a  self-action leader to the con-
struction of a modern skyscraper rather than the sculpting 
of a statue, both images are apt metaphors that can be con-
currently applied to maximize the model’s inspirational val-
ue. Regardless which metaphor you employ, the goal of the 
SAL model is to provide self-action leaders with a concrete 
set of tools whereby they can successfully capture their in-
dividual “life-dream[s]” and then transfer their metaphysi-
cal visions to physical achievements suffused with “heavenly 
beauty” (i.e. existential growth and its concomitant happi-
ness, success, satisfaction, fulfillment, and inner peace).

Fully fleshing out all particulars of the SAL model is be-
yond the scope of this paper. Readers interested in all the 

details can consult an unabridged account of the same in 
Jensen (2015). The goal of this paper is primarily to po-
sition the model within a  framework of previously es-
tablished academic schools and tools and introduce the 
research methods employed in its construction. A brief re-
view of the model’s particulars, however, is in order, and is 
presented below.

3.4. Review of the Self-Action Leadership 
Theory

The SAL model is designed to accompany Jensen, 
Neck, and Beaulieu’s (2015) qualitative, nomological the-
ory rooted in atmospheric and astronomical metaphor. 
The SAL theory provides a  philosophical and theoreti-
cal complement to the SAL model introduced in this pa-
per. The SAL theory postures Self-Action Leadership as 
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a  theoretical analogue to self-leadership theory, albeit 
possessing a  unique framework that explicitly mandates 
a  moral imperative that differentiates a  self-leader (any 
human being striving toward targeted objectives) from 
a self-action leader—a human being who consciously and 
intentionally engages in patterns of thought, speech, and 
action that lead to the long-term existential growth of self 
and others while avoiding opposing patterns that lead to 
the long-term existential atrophy and destruction of self 
and others. In other words, a self-action leader is a human 
being who is consciously striving to do what is right and 
avoid what is wrong, while a self-leader is any human be-
ing who leads oneself to achieve anything (bad or good).  

The SAL theory operates on a metaphor that compares 
a self-action leader to a rocket ship traveling from the Earth’s 
surface through the ascending layers of its atmosphere into 
deep Outer Space. Ground zero, seven atmospheric layers, 
and deep Outer Space serve as nine metaphorical analogues 
to nine separate Maslow-esque levels (Maslow, 1943) of ex-
istential growth attainable by self-action leaders. 

4. Research Method

The SAL Model was constructed using a  comprehen-
sive (1,149 page), qualitative (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011), 
analytic autoethnographic (Anderson, 2006) research 
study/dissertation of the holistic life experiences of an ed-
ucational leadership scholar (Jensen, 2013). An academic 
apology for such a  study lies in Furtner, Rauthman, and 
Sachse’s suggestion that, “Self-leadership should be inte-
grated within a nomological network” (Furtner, Rauthman 
and Sachse, 2011: 369) rather than a scientific or empirical 
framework. For reasons set forth in the explication of the 
SAL theory (Jensen, Neck and Beaulieu, 2015) the authors 
of this paper agree that the SAL model should likewise be 
nomologically, rather than scientifically or empirically, in-
tegrated. The Self-Action Leadership philosophy, theory, 
and model are thus nomological in both their construction 
and presentation, although various forms of scientific data 
(both qualitative and quantitative) were collected and an-
alyzed throughout a mixed-methods research process that 
included a robust review of the self-leadership and action 
research scholarly literature in conjunction with a topical 
consultation of related wisdom literature from around the 
world and throughout recorded history.

As a  nomological framework, the SAL model was 
formulated under the assumption that a  degree of 

3 Self-awareness is the cognitive starting point of both S-L and SAL.

metaphysical musing and spiritual intuition can synergize 
with and inform a consultation of fact-based literature and 
utilization of sterile, scientific data to empower self-ac-
tion leaders to glean a more holistic conception and van-
tage point of reality. This is because, as Schumacher puts it: 
“Life is bigger than logic” (Schumacher 1977: 123). Or, in 
Roubiczek’s existentialist view, “reason [alone] has limita-
tions  … [and] … a purely logical, rational, scientific way 
of thinking illuminates only a strictly limited sector of re-
ality” (Roubiczek, 1964: 4, 1). Moreover, such a rationality 
has limited powers and “is influenced by [our imperfect] 
human nature … [and therefore] cannot and must not be 
considered as absolute” (Roubiczek, 1964: 1). Roubiczek 
goes on to point out that: “There is meaning in many of 
our experiences, of nature and of human nature, in works 
of art, in books of literature or wisdom or religion; thus 
the urge to find meaning is so strong that it is part of our 
make-up, an undeniable experience. …we [therefore] have 
to conclude that reason is not absolute, but limited … and 
that we should find a way of thinking which could help us 
to deal with [life’s] hauntingly real experiences (Roubiczek, 
1964: 6). We rarely pay enough attention to the deeper 
meaning of our personal experience and of our feelings; 
we disregard inner knowledge (Roubiczek, 1964: 11-12) … 
Philosophy, therefore, should start from one’s own expe-
rience, one’s own inner knowledge, and it is inner knowl-
edge which should be qualified, enlarged, and in this way 
enriched. One’s own experience must be admitted as evi-
dence. Reason … can serve this approach … but it must 
never [exclusively] dictate” (Roubiczek, 1964: 10-11). In 
short, reason must not dominate, but serve” (Roubiczek, 
1964: 7). Roubiczek’s brand of existential logic—imbued by 
the inclusion of metaphysical inquiry and scientific inves-
tigation—forms the foundation upon which the SAL theo-
ry and model were constructed. Thus it is that the authors 
have drawn liberally from scholarly sources, personal ex-
perience, and wisdom literature in forming two separate 
constructs (a theory and a model) that are admittedly no-
mological and only metaphorically scientific. Schumacher 
offers a cogent apology for our use of quasi-academic wis-
dom literature to support and vindicate the physical and 
metaphysical components of the SAL theory and mod-
el when he wrote: “All traditional wisdom, of which both 
Dante and Shakespeare are outstanding representatives, 
transcends ordinary, calculating logic and defines “The 
Good” as that which helps us to become truly human by 
developing our higher faculties—which are conditional 
on, and also part of, self-awareness” (Schumacher 1977: 
131, italics added)3.
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5. Results
5.1.Four Stages of Self-Action Leadership

As mentioned earlier, the four primary stages of the SAL 
model are analogues to the Four Core Process of Action Re-
search (Kuhne and Quigley, 1997: 25). The four primary 
stages of Self-Action Leadership are:

Stage 1: Planning and preparation (Drawing up blue-
prints for success).

Stage 2: Developing an integrity-based character (Build-
ing a firm foundation rooted in universal laws).

Stage 3: Taking action (Working one’s plan).

Stage 4: Observation, analysis, and change (Identifying, 
developing, and implementing relevant revisions for future 
action cycles).

These four stages of SAL are analogous to the four pri-
mary stages of constructing a skyscraper, which are:

Stage 1: Pre-construction.

Stage 2: Building the foundation.

Stage 3: Constructing the superstructure.

Stage 4: Maintenance and upgrades.

5.2. Stage 1: Drawing Up Blueprints for 
Success

Also known as the Planning and Preparation Stage, the 
first stage of the SAL model involves seven steps—or hab-
its. “Habits” may be a  more accurate term than “Steps” 
in the sense that each step is more of a  characteristic to 
be developed—and then indefinitely repeated—than it is 
a  task to be completed once and then disregarded. Since 
there theoretically is no ceiling to a human being’s poten-
tial for existential growth, there is likewise no end to the 
cyclical application of the four stages and 23 steps; they 
are designed to be continually cultivated—as habits would 
be—throughout one’s life. Despite this fact, the steps are 
intentionally ordered to create a  meaningful sequence 
designed (at least initially) to be practiced in order, thus 
maintaining a  semblance of “steps.” To capture the dual 

nature of these unique 23 action items, we hereafter invoke 
the hybrid term, step-habits, in describing them. The seven 
(7) step-habits of stage one, are:

1. Self-education.
2. Relationship building.
3. Self-awareness.
4. Self-organization.
5. Self-recording (journal keeping).
6. Self-oneness. Self-oneness refers to the science and art 

of holistically harmonizing the seven key components 
of your existence (i.e. spiritual, physical, mental, emo-
tional, social, moral, and financial). 

7. Self-Blueprints, including the drawing up of two core 
documents: A  Self-Declaration of Independence and 
Self-Constitution.

These seven SAL step-habits are direct analogues to 
seven specific construction steps involved in the pre-con-
struction process of building a skyscraper, which are:

1. Gathering information.
2. Consultations.
3. Acquiring and allotting financial resources.
4. Obtaining approvals and permits.
5. Planning and scheduling.
6. Assembling a cohesive team and crew.
7. Drafting architectural/engineering blueprints.

The first six step-habits in stage one of the SAL model 
are either sufficiently self-descriptive, or overly complex, 
to make their further explication beyond the scope of this 
paper. The seventh and last step-habit consists of drafting 
comprehensive personal and professional plans for suc-
cess, or “Self-Blueprints,” in the form of a Self-Declaration 
of Independence (S-DoI) and a  Self-Constitution (S-C). 
The purpose of the former document—which conceptually 
mirrors the formatting of the United States’ Declaration of 
Independence (composed mostly by Thomas Jefferson)—
is to identify internal and external forces holding one back 
from existential growth and otherwise achieving one’s full-
est potential as a self-action leader – prior to formally and 
intentionally “declaring one’s independence” there from in 
an effort to psychologically prepare to design and live ac-
cording to one’s subsequently drafted Self-Constitution.

A Self-Constitution—which conceptually mirrors the 
formatting of the United States’ Constitution (penned 
primarily by James Madison and Gouverneur Morris)—is 
a comprehensive SAL document that includes statements 
of personal vision, mission, values, goals, standards, 
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mentors, etc. It is designed to act as a literal blueprint for 
one’s life in the same way that an architectural blueprint 
serves as a  concrete plan of action and structural force 
of guiding wisdom when undertaking a  construction 
project.

5.3. Stage 2: Building an Integrity-Based 
Foundation Rooted in Universal Laws

Also known as Developing an Integrity-Based Character, 
stage two of the SAL model involves developing the char-
acter and integrity required to obtain long-term achieve-
ments that perpetuate a positive, lasting legacy. Like any 
vertical structure, a  skyscraper must have a  firm foun-
dation if it is to successfully bear the weight of its super 
structure. Likewise, an individual must develop a  firm 
foundation of integrity by practicing virtues and develop-
ing habits of honesty, transparency, consistency, authentic-
ity, loyalty, etc.

A certain irony exists in the construction of a skyscrap-
er’s foundation in that it can sometimes take as long (or 
longer) to construct a skyscraper’s foundation (the part of 
the building that will eventually be hidden from sight) as it 
does to construct its superstructure (the part that everyone 
will eventually see) despite the fact that its superstructure 
is often much taller and requires far more material to build. 
A prime example of this reality is America’s most famous 
new skyscraper—One World Trade Center, also known as 
The Freedom Tower—a  recently completed (2014) office 
building in Lower Manhattan, New York, New York. This 
skyscraper is currently the tallest building in the United 
States and the entire Western Hemisphere. Excavating the 
foundation site and then building the foundation for this 
leviathan of a structure took approximately four years to 
complete. By comparison, the building’s towering (1,776 
foot, 104-story) superstructure only took approximately 
three years to complete, and at the height of its construc-
tion builders were raising a new floor every week!

The amount of time and effort required to plan and 
then build a  structure’s foundation underscores just how 
important this particular portion of the construction pro-
cess is. It has been said that, “Character is forged by what 
you do when no one else is looking.” Such it is with the 
construction of a building’s foundation; its integrity is also 
forged underground—beyond the purview of virtually 
all who will eventually enter, work, or otherwise use the 
building in the future.

The five step-habits in Stage 2 of the SAL Model are:

1. Honesty.
2. Humility.
3. Reverence.
4. Rectification.
5. Service.

These five SAL step-habits are direct analogues to five 
construction steps involved in building a  skyscraper’s 
foundation, which are:

1. Conducting geological surveys.
2. Drilling down to bedrock.
3. Anchoring concrete/steel piles to bedrock.
4. Pouring a steel-reinforced concrete slab.
5. Earthquake and weather proofing.

Virtually all long-term problems in relationships, orga-
nizations, nations, and the world-at-large are either funda-
mentally caused, or egregiously exacerbated, by dishonesty, 
arrogant pride, disrespect, selfishness, violence, or a failure 
to rectify past misdeeds and lingering bad habits. Honesty, 
humility, reverence, rectification, and service are antidotes 
to these poisonous character flaws, which lurk nearly ev-
erywhere in our postmodern world. While they are not the 
only solutions to the deep, penetrating, and complex array 
of problems we face, they nevertheless form the founda-
tion of all real solutions. Lasting successes of any kind al-
ways begin and perpetuate with character and integrity to 
true principles and universal laws. Just as foundation piles 
must be driven deep into the Earth’s surface in order to 
reach bedrock, one’s life decisions must be rooted deeply 
and firmly in veracity, reality, respect, self-improvement, 
and productive contribution in order to successfully align 
one’s thoughts, speech, and behaviors with those universal 
laws and principles that serve as the surest source of long-
term happiness, success, and existential growth as a  hu-
man being.

One of the most famous vertical structures in the West-
ern Hemisphere is a  Temple belonging to The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Temple Square, as the site is known, has been visited by 
over 100 million people since its dedication in 1892. Built 
from solid granite hewn from neighboring mountains, 
work on the Salt Lake Temple began in 1852 and required 
40 years to complete. Among the reasons for its protracted 
period of construction was an extended confrontation with 
the Buchanan Administration that sparked the so-called 
“Utah War” of 1857-1858. Another prominent delay re-
sulted from logistical difficulties involved in hauling mas-
sive, granite stones from mountain quarries to the valley 
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construction site prior to the completion of the Transcon-
tinental Railroad in 1866. A  lesser-known reason for its 
holdup, however, was the discovery in 1862 (ten years after 
ground had already been broken) that large sections of the 
temple’s foundation had developed cracks due to the use of 
sandstone and too much mortar. It was a bitter discovery 
to those who had worked so hard and sacrificed so much 
in the preceding decade to get the massive foundation laid. 
Nevertheless, the fact remained that a  faulty foundation 
forged from cracked sandstone and shifting mortar would 
fail to support the weight of a  towering granite temple. 
The temple’s chief architect—Truman O. Angell—clear-
ly understood these facts, and had the unenviable task of 
sharing the bad news with Brigham Young—the Church’s 
President at the time. As John Adams, the 2nd President 
of the United States, once famously remarked: “Facts are 
stubborn things.” As Young considered the facts at hand, 
it didn’t take much deliberation for him to make the pain-
ful decision for work crews to begin tearing up the entire 
foundation to begin anew. After re-excavating the founda-
tion trenches, workers proceeded to re-cut and re-lay every 
stone to ensure there were no cracks moving forward. Ad-
ditionally, Young called for the new foundation to include 
16-foot, solid granite footings—a much stronger material 
than sandstone. Granite would later be used to construct 
the temple’s exterior walls as well. By using granite instead 
of sandstone, workers could cut the foundation stones to 
fit together snugly without the use of mortar. Today, 156 
years later, and 126 years after the temple’s dedication, the 
Salt Lake City LDS Temple—one of the most prominent 
structures in the United States and all of North America—
stands as a testament to the importance of patience in the 
construction process and integrity in respecting the natu-
ral laws of physics, chemistry, structural engineering, ar-
chitecture, etc. (Johnson and Gasdik, 1993; Temple Square 
Blog, 2015; Newsroom, 2016).

When constructing a  foundation, a  proper site must 
be secured where the subterranean geology is conducive 
to supporting whatever superstructure will be built atop 
thereof. Once a  proper site has been identified and cho-
sen, pile drivers proceed to drive large, steel piles deep into 
the ground in order to reach bedrock. Depending on the 
size of the skyscraper and the geological samples of the 
foundation site, these piles can be driven between 100-200 
feet deep! After sufficient piles have been driven deep un-
derground, they are reinforced with copious amounts of 
concrete. It is then typical to pour a thick, concrete matte 
slab atop an intricately laid lattice-work of steel rebar and 
other durable materials. Complex infrastructural engi-
neering work by plumbers, electricians, and others must 

also be completed in concert with the construction of the 
foundation. Someday, this complicated interplay of sturdy 
building materials will all be covered up, and few people 
will ever think about—much less see—what lies below the 
building’s surface. The fact remains, however, that the effi-
cacy and longevity of the superstructure itself is ultimate-
ly reliant on the durability and integrity of the building’s 
foundation.

Laws of physics, chemistry, architecture, structural en-
gineering, and construction must be followed religiously 
when building a physical structure if it is to be safe, serve 
its purpose, and pass the test of time; there is no other 
way. Engineers, architects, and builders cannot arbitrari-
ly determine how they would like to calculate, design, and 
build; they must follow the laws of their respective disci-
plines. If they fail to do so, the results could be costly, and 
in some cases dangerous—or even deadly.

This self-evident reality, rooted in verifiable mathe-
matics and science, carries a  nomological, metaphysical 
equivalent in the intricate construction and complicated 
interplay of our lives and relationships as human beings. 
Ironically, however, this vitally important subject is only 
peripherally addressed—if it is addressed at all—in any 
formal way in academia. Neglecting such an all-import-
ant physical and metaphysical science and art as the di-
rection of our lives is, as absurd as it may seem, akin to 
failing to properly survey, measure, design, anchor, or rein-
force a structure before proceeding to build it. This laugh-
able scenario in the scientific arena and the construction 
industry is, in fact, the sophisticated status quo for those 
who view physical and metaphysical morality (in both the 
personal and professional realm) as capricious and relative 
rather than fixed and irrevocable.

“Whatever our opinions, they do not alter  
nor derange the laws of nature.”

– Michael Faraday

The introduction of the SAL model is an attempt to fill 
this gaping hole by providing a much-needed spate of ped-
agogical precipitation upon an academic and social envi-
ronment that has grown acerbically arid and perfidiously 
puzzled amidst an extended, postmodern drought of prin-
ciple-centered leadership (Covey, 1990) at both the individ-
ual and organizational levels. In constructing this model, 
we have intentionally steered clear of any one theologi-
cal, philosophical, ideological, cultural, or political dogma 
or doctrine. The SAL theory, model, and philosophy are 
therefore presented as universal, non-partisan constructs. 
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As such, it is the express intention of the authors to leave 
precise policy questions to politicians, specific legal ques-
tions and judicial arguments to lawyers and judges, tech-
nical queries concerning ethics and morals to ethicists and 
philosophers, and detailed “thou shalts” and “thou shalt 
nots” to prophets, pastors, and pontiffs. Our goal is NOT 
to found a new religion or champion a new political par-
ty; nor do we intend to dictate detailed directives in every 
arena of choice. Our seminal intention is to teach cor-
rect principles—generally speaking—and then encourage 
(and hopefully inspire) wise self-governance among an ex-
tremely diverse audience of individuals and organizations 
as they move forward to confront the multifarious mor-
al and practical decisions and dilemmas that continually 
creep into their everyday lives and organizations.

5.4. Stage 3: Taking Action

The singularly prominent word that appears in both 
Self-Action Research and Self-Action Leadership is AC-
TION. Without action, even the best-laid plans and de-
signs are rendered relatively meaningless. It is action that 
animates, vivifies, manifests, and ultimately consummates 
whatever blueprints of life or work that a self-action lead-
er may have carefully drawn up in one’s self-declaration of 
independence and self-constitution. Stage three of the SAL 
model contains five action-oriented step-habits.

1. Self-discipline.
2. Self-action in public.
3. Self-action in private.
4. World-altering strategies.
5. Self-rewards and natural rewards.

These five SAL step-habits are direct analogues to five 
construction steps involved in raising a skyscraper’s super-
structure, which are:

1. Showing up to the work site punctually and prepared.
2. Concrete, steel, wood, glass, brick, mortar, drywall, etc.
3. Plumbing, wiring, and insulation.
4. Carpentry, painting, and interior decoration.
5. Landscaping.

Emerson has said that, “Nothing great was ever achieved 
without enthusiasm.” His sentiment might well be echoed 
in relation to self-discipline. In countless cases, the funda-
mental ingredient in existential growth and high achieve-
ment is not raw intellect and natural talent, but focus, hard 
work, consistency, and persistence—all of which require 
self-discipline to effectively engage.

A key component of self-discipline is taking consistent 
and persistent ACTION in both public and private set-
tings, with a  recognition that one’s private actions influ-
ence and impact one’s public actions, and vice versa. Over 
a decade ago, a Hall of Fame NFL quarterback with multi-
ple Super Bowl rings to his name spoke to an audience of 
young, undergraduate students at a  large, State Universi-
ty. An author of this paper—Jensen—was in that audience. 
The most memorable thing about the former quarterback’s 
speech for Jensen—in fact the only thing he remembers 
from the speech—was when the athlete explained to the 
students that even if they were to become as successful and 
famous as he had become, most of their time would still 
be spent away from the spotlight, cameras, hoopla, and 
praise, and that such time would, to a large degree, be spent 
alone—all by themselves. His implication, of course, was 
that whatever action (practice or preparation) or inaction 
(forgetfulness or laziness) a person exhibits (or fails to ex-
hibit) in private becomes a catalyst for the results one even-
tually earns in the spotlight. As Covey taught, the Private 
Victory (Covey, 1989: 63-182) virtually always precedes the 
Public Victory (Covey, 1989: 183-284) in both our personal 
and professional lives.

Action-oriented aides to self-action leaders include 
world-altering strategies as well as self-rewards and nat-
ural rewards. These three concepts are borrowed from 
Neck, Manz, and Houghton’s Comprehensive Self-Leader-
ship Framework (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 181). 
World-altering strategies refer to the use of visual-aides 
and other sensory cues to remind an individual of one’s 
values and goals and to inspire one to live up to one’s estab-
lished standards in the pursuit of one’s personal vision and 
mission. World-altering strategies include the use of tan-
gible tools in the form of reminders and attention focusers. 
An example of a reminder or attention focuser would be 
a picture, quote, poem, song, object, etc., that helps refocus 
a self-action leader’s attention on one’s goals and reminds 
him or her of one’s desired outcomes. World-altering strat-
egies also include the action steps of removing negative cues 
and increasing positive cues (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 
2017: 181). For someone who was trying to quit smoking, 
an example of removing a negative cue would be to dispose 
of ashtrays, lighters, matches, and tobacco products from 
one’s living space and car. An example of increasing posi-
tive cues in the same situation might include painting one’s 
walls and freshening the air throughout one’s living space. 
Another example might be to display pictures of healthy, 
athletic, smoke-free individuals and other related images 
as a reminder of the positive benefits that can be derived 
from choosing to abstain from using tobacco products.
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Self-rewards are gifts or privileges one grants oneself 
upon following through on a given task or goal. Such re-
wards can bolster motivation to undertake difficult and 
unpleasant tasks as well as facilitate the self-discipline re-
quired to see such tasks through to completion. Examples 
of a self-reward in the scenario of someone who is trying to 
quit smoking might include: rewarding oneself with a trip 
to the movies after being smoke free for one day; treat-
ing oneself to dinner out at a nice restaurant after being 
smoke-free for a week; and perhaps planning a fun trip or 
booking a cruise after being smoke-free for six months or 
a year.

Natural rewards are found in the spontaneous satisfac-
tion, fulfillment, and enjoyment derived from engaging in 
tasks that suit one’s interests and talents. Tasks that engen-
der natural rewards are enjoyable to do in and of them-
selves. Typically, the best performers in any given field 
are not merely those who work the hardest and sacrifice 
the most. They are also usually those who genuinely enjoy 
what they do – and are good at doing it. Such persons do 
not engage their fields of endeavor merely to make money 
or achieve a targeted objective; they usually also do it be-
cause they truly love their work. For these people, the work 
process itself is the greatest reward of all. Despite whatever 
honor, glory, fame, and/or financial remuneration might 
accompany their work achievements, it is the work itself 
that primarily motivates them in their efforts; everything 
else that comes their way is just gravy. Wise self-action 
leaders are smart and strategic in building lives and ca-
reers that come with built-in tasks and goals that produce 
as many natural rewards as possible. Likewise, smart lead-
ers and managers are clever and creative in managing work 
groups, teams, and companies in ways that provide sub-
ordinates with maximum opportunities to do work they 
inherently enjoy and from which they naturally derive sat-
isfaction and fulfillment. Managers and leaders who are 
successful in effectively matching workers with functions 
and tasks they naturally enjoy typically enjoy a subsequent 
climb in team productivity, synergy, and success.

5.5. Stage 4: Observation, Analysis, 
and Change

It has been said that, “If at first you don’t succeed, try, 
try, again!” Interpreted literally, this mantra can prove 
troubling because it fails to include the all-important inter-
mediate step of identifying whether or not your plan of ac-
tion is sound to begin with. After each action (or series of 
actions), wise self-action leaders will observe and analyze 
the results they are getting prior to trying again. This will 

empower them to make intelligent and necessary chang-
es based on their observations and analysis of reality. For 
a self-action leader, the mantra is therefore altered thusly: 
“If at first you don’t succeed, figure out why, revise your 
plan, change your approach, and then try again!” The six 
(6) step-habits in Stage Four of the SAL model are:

1. Self-observation.
2. Self-analysis.
3. Self-renewal.
4. Purpose examination.
5. External feedback.
6. Self-alterations.

These six SAL step-habits are direct analogues to six 
construction steps involved in maintaining and upgrading 
a skyscraper after the initial construction phases have end-
ed, which are:

1. Security.
2. Structural reviews, safety checks, and quality controls.
3. Maintenance.
4. Blueprints review.
5. Inventory and change recommendations.
6. Replacements, renovations, and upgrades.

Step-habit one—self-observation—is borrowed from 
Neck, Manz, and Houghton’s Comprehensive Self-Leader-
ship Framework (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 2017: 181). 
It involves carefully observing one’s thoughts, speech, and 
actions over a period of time. Step-habit two involves ana-
lyzing one’s self-observations to determine the impact and 
influence one’s speech and actions are having on other peo-
ple and things within a framework of results for which one 
is ultimately aiming. It involves a  personal investigation 
into whether or not one’s cognitions and behaviors are er-
roneous, inadequate, counterproductive, hurtful (to self or 
others), or weak, and then planning and preparing to make 
necessary adjustments moving forward.

Step-habit three is self-renewal. To underscore the im-
portance of self-renewal to any personal leadership frame-
work, consider the fact that Covey dedicated his famous 
seventh and final habit—Sharpen the Saw (Covey, 1989: 
287)—to this vital practice. According to Covey, the sev-
enth and final habit “surrounds the other habits … because 
it is the habit that makes all the others possible” (Covey, 
1989: 287). Efficacious self-action leaders are not robots or 
automatons; they are human beings who require a produc-
tive work-life balance attainable only through the regular 
application of effective and holistic renewal strategies.
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Step-habit four—purpose examination—is a term bor-
rowed from Neck, Manz, and Houghton’s Comprehensive 
Self-Leadership Framework (Neck, Manz and Houghton, 
2017: 181). Similar to step-habit two (self-analysis), exam-
ining one’s purpose (in a SAL context) involves conducting 
a personal SAL-audit to gauge the extent to which one is 
harmonizing one’s thoughts, speech, and actions with the 
principles, practices, standards, values, goals, vision, mis-
sion, etc., outlined in one’s self-constitution and self-decla-
ration of independence.  

Step-habit five involves receiving and then analyzing 
external feedback (both solicited and unsolicited) ob-
tained from others (360-degree feedback is ideal). Since all 
self-action leaders have blind spots, External feedback will, 
in many cases, prove to be even more illuminating and 
valuable than self-observation and self-analysis. Engaging 
step-habit five empowers a  self-action leader to gain (or 
regain) a  clear vision amid one’s blind spots. Step-habits 

1-5 are vital prerequisites to step-habit six: self-alterations, 
which involves taking action on one’s updated plans as 
drawn up during the processes of self-analysis, self-re-
newal, purpose examination, and the receipt of external 
feedback.

6. Discussion
6.1. A Cyclical Model

The SAL model stages are designed to be cyclical (stra-
tegically perpetuating) in nature; thus, there is no end 
to the process. How, when, where, and why a  self-action 
leader chooses to engage a given step-habit is up to each 
self-action leader. The goal, however, is always the same—
existential growth for self (and the happiness, success, ful-
fillment, and inner peace that accompanies it), and the 
positive and productive contributions to, and service on 
behalf of, others.

Figure 1. The Self-Action Leadership Model
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At the beginning of this paper, we rhetorically queried 
as to “how often” individuals in an organization should be 
trained, mentored, and coached in SAL model principles 
and practices. The answer is simple to state, but difficult to 
actually do. The answer is: early, often, and always! The pur-
pose of the SAL model is not to complete each step once 
and be done; nor is it to practice it for a set period of time 
and then “rest on your laurels.” Its purpose is to gradually 
develop Self-Action Leadership oriented habits that become 
inculcated in one’s individual’s performance until they even-
tually become deeply ingrained in one’s habits and character. 
The SAL model is not designed as a mere process; its func-
tion is to engender a new way of life both personally and 
professionally that leads to greater achievement, job-satis-
faction, life-fulfillment, happiness, holistic success, and in-
ner peace.  In the end, the goal of SAL is not merely to do 
something, nor is it even to achieve something—however 
great in and of itself.  Its ultimate goal is to become some-
one who is better, stronger, wiser, and more capable, happy, 

fulfilled, and at peace with oneself, one’s fellows, and one’s 
world than one was before engaging in SAL.  

6.2. Connections to Project Management 
Science

Action research is not the only discipline the SAL model 
mirrors. The four stages of the SAL model also loosely par-
allel four of the Five Process Groups in Project Management 
(PMI, 2013: 5), as follows: 

Table 1. Project Management Process Group vs. SAL Model Stage

PM Process GrouP — sAL ModeL stAGe

Initiating ~ Planning & Preparation

Planning ~ Developing an Integrity-Based 
Character

Executing ~ Taking Action

Monitoring and Controlling ~ Observation, Analysis, & Change

Figure 2. The Self-Action Leadership Model Construction Process
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The main difference between project management pro-
cess groups and SAL model stages is that the project man-
agement process group adds a fifth process called Closing 
(PMI: 5). Closing is not always relevant to action research 
and Self-Action Research because of AR and SAR’s cyclical 
natures. Likewise, it is not always relevant to the SAL mod-
el because long-term SAL processes—generally speak-
ing—are never closed. While closing may be a  critical 
component of completing specific, micro-oriented SAR or 
SAL projects along one’s personal or professional journey, 
a self-action leader’s general quest after personal and pro-
fessional improvement and existential growth is theoreti-
cally never complete, and therefore never officially closes.

6.3. Implications for Practice and Research

In their multilevel review of self-leadership as an aca-
demic discipline, Stewart, Courtright, and Manz found 
that, “At the individual level, studies consistently show that 
increased self-leadership corresponds with better affec-
tive responses and improved work performance. Findings 
[however] are not as consistent at the team level” (Stewart, 
Courtright and Manz, 2011: 185). Given the manifold con-
ceptual similarities of self-leadership to Self-Action Lead-
ership, it is reasonable to assume these S-L findings would 
generally apply to SAL as well. Based on Stewart, Courtright, 
and Manz’s findings, we suggest that a wealth of research 
opportunity remains to be done at the team level in order 
to further corroborate this inconsistency, or perhaps dis-
cover avenues of—and vehicles for—creating greater con-
sistency between individual and team findings over time.

While the execution of S-L or SAL will always be simpler 
and more straightforward at the individual level (where 
greater autonomy exists) than at the team level (where de-
grees of autonomy vary significantly from organization to 
organization, team to team, and group to group), we en-
dorse the use of SAL at the team level just as Manz and 
Sims, Jr. (2001) and others have endorsed S-L at the team 
level. We do so in an effort to promote the creation and 
proliferation of highly effective and proactive self-directed 
(or self-managed) work teams. We make this endorsement 
in part because current trends suggest that self-directed 
work team cultures seem likely to be embraced by an in-
creasing number of organizations in the future. We also 
predict that future research will continue to close the pres-
ent gap between research findings at the individual and 
team levels, thereby further corroborating the paradigm 
that improved self-leadership is a  key catalyst (if not the 
key catalyst) in the improvement of most (if not all) work 
operations involving human capital. Finally, we predict 

that Manz and Sims, Jr.’s brand of leadership referred to as, 
“Super Leadership,” which is defined as “leading others to 
lead themselves” (Manz, and Sims, Jr., 2001: 23), will play 
an increasingly pivotal role in the future as organization-
al hierarchies continue to flatten and nations seek to safe-
ly and successfully navigate complex domestic and foreign 
challenges on an unprecedented scope and scale.

Aside from SAL’s obvious connections to self-managed 
and self-led—or self-directed—work teams, the possibil-
ities for additional SAL-based research in the future are 
boundless. This is so in part because the SAL theory and 
model are nascent concepts. It is also due to the universal-
ity of their application and utility. One of the most obvious 
places for immediate practice and research is to begin pro-
liferating SAL training for individuals, groups, and profes-
sional organizations of all kinds. Such a proliferation will 
provide scholars and researchers with burgeoning oppor-
tunities to begin measuring the long-term impacts and 
influence of such training in both individual and organi-
zational settings.

We wish to emphasize here that an even more import-
ant place to begin initiating SAL training, application, and 
research is in academia, including universities as well as 
high, middle, and elementary schools. When Theodore 
Roosevelt spoke of the “need of a  sound body, and even 
more of a sound mind … But above [all … of] character,” 
he was addressing an audience of university students, fac-
ulty members, and others (Roosevelt, 1910). As such, his 
focus on education – and the role of the university, sec-
ondary and elementary schools, community, and even the 
home – was obvious throughout his speech. Though more 
than a century has passed since “Teddy” invoked this vig-
orous pedagogical refrain, the time has come to resurrect 
his call in the twenty-first century. Indeed, the time has 
come to flood schools and classrooms everywhere with 
character, leadership, and life-skills oriented education. 
We hereby put forth the Self-Action Leadership model as 
a prime example of a secular, non-partisan, framework for 
a general education in these foundational matters that we 
are confident reasonable and discerning politicians, educa-
tors, and parents everywhere can embrace and support re-
gardless of their background, culture, political persuasion, 
race, religion, sexual orientation, etc.

While the S-L field has been around for over three de-
cades, we suggest that only a tip of the proverbial research 
“iceberg” has been accessed in terms of the long-term po-
tential for both studying, applying, and then researching 
S-L and SAL in academia, in public and private job sectors, 
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in communities and homes, and in the lives and careers of 
individuals. In conjunction with the SAL theory recently 
introduced, we introduce the SAL model herein in hopes 
that it will serve as a catalyst for a widespread cultural par-
adigm shift regarding the vital importance of each individ-
ual’s competence in, and capacity to, self-lead productively, 
wisely, and morally. In so doing, we re-affirm the words 
of President Roosevelt that, “The quality of the individ-
ual citizen is supreme” (Roosevelt, 1910) in every home, 
classroom, organization, community, state, and nation 
throughout the world.

7. Conclusion

Gandhi famously remarked that if you want to change 
the world, then “YOU must be the change you wish to 
see in the world.” Education (self- and otherwise), self-
change, self-improvement, self-discipline, self-mastery, 
and self-purification are hallmarks of the SAL philosophy, 
theory, and model. More importantly, these actions form 
the foundation stones and building blocks of efficacious 
organizations that last.

SAL is about taking personal responsibility as a  citi-
zen—at the individual, familial, organizational, local, na-
tional, and global level. It involves honestly identifying 
personal challenges and limitations and then taking active 
steps to manage or transcend them. SAL is about devel-
oping oneself personally and professionally, and then dili-
gently striving to make one’s individual world, immediate 
sphere of influence, and the world-at-large a better, safer, 
and more prosperous place for everyone who resides there-
in. It is about making authentic connections and building 
a  high-functioning, integrated network within a  com-
plex global community. It is about productively synergiz-
ing the disparate elements of diverse populations rather 
than contributing to current cultures of divisiveness. It is 
about building upon the positive aspects of life and imple-
menting strategies to address serious social challenges and 
profound political unrest. In the contemporary arena of 
professional work, SAL is about effectively addressing ma-
jor issues surrounding attracting a labor force with ample 
character and competence—and then providing addition-
al opportunities for further professional development and 
existential growth. SAL can be used as a professional devel-
opment model for shifting the way individuals see them-
selves and their various roles within an organization. We 
are confident that such a model will—when embraced—
enrich personal and professional developmental programs 
and contribute powerfully to the visions, missions, and 
legacies of organizations everywhere.

Leaders and educators throughout the world can benefit 
not only from providing SAL instruction to their subordi-
nates, but just as importantly, from embracing SAL prac-
tices themselves as a  means of reconnecting with those 
fundamental principles that, in many cases, established 
the roots of their successful ascent up the organization-
al hierarchy in the first place. The humbling, penetrating, 
and profound words of Clawson bear repeating here: “I re-
member when Manz (1983) first came out with his work 
on self-leadership. At the time it seemed odd to me. I will 
admit I am a slow learner on some things. I have come to 
believe that one of the biggest leadership issues is the in-
ability of people – even and especially managers and exec-
utives – to lead themselves” (Clawson, 2008: 175).

The time has come for leaders, managers, workers, and 
educators alike to align (or re-align) their foci on leader-
ship, character, and life-skill education and application in 
academia and the contemporary workplace for the individ-
ual and collective benefit of everyone in the organization—
and beyond. We are confident that learning, applying, and 
habituating Self-Action Leadership principles and prac-
tices will prove fundamentally antidotal to the deepest, 
long-term problems we currently face on a global, nation-
al, state, local, organizational, familial, and individual level.

May we join together as scholars and practitioners the 
world over in a humble recognition that the only way to 
successfully combat seemingly insurmountable macro 
challenges is to effectively confront the genesis of those 
same issues on a micro, personal level. In the end, the only 
way to improve one’s nation and to save the world is to go 
to work to improve our own lives and relationships. We 
fix the world by individually fixing our own worlds—one 
person at a time. It all begins with ME—and with YOU. As 
Mother Teresa of Calcutta once touchingly put it: “If you 
want to change the world, go home and love your family.” 
We echo this penetrating refrain of that august sage of the 
Indian Subcontinent by reiterating a  paraphrased quote 
from one of her wise compatriots (Gandhi): “If you want 
to change the world, go home (and to school) and change 
yourself.”

We invite everyone everywhere to embrace this new 
construct full of old principles of personal conduct and 
character development in support of an educational and 
organizational renaissance of personal and corporate char-
acter, integrity, and competence that is certain over time 
to generate a  marked increase in individual and organi-
zational productivity, profitability, viability, sustainabili-
ty, long-term success, personal and relational fulfillment, 
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and perhaps most importantly of all—inner peace. It is 
our humble hope that YOU—the reader—will join us in 
this emerging educational movement, which we believe 
represents a flaming torch destined to ignite an ocean of 

lights in a majestic pedagogical reformation that will for-
ever mark the first-half of the twenty-first century for the 
everlasting benefit of our children, their children, and their 
children’s children.
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